
Accelerate Customer Onboarding 
and Proposal Generation

Brokerage and Investment 
Account Statements
Solution Brief

Brokerage statement data is key to winning new business and transferring 
client assets, making these documents mission critical in onboarding and 
proposal generation workflows. 

These statements contain thousands of data points and often require quick 
turnaround. Manually processing them to extract actionable data can mean 
huge headaches for staff who often spend hours, sometimes even days, 
importing information into final-destination platforms like Salesforce. The 
resulting bottlenecks slow down customer onboarding, frustrate customers, 
and stand in the way of winning new business.

Documents to data

Alkymi’s AI-powered Brokerage 
Statement Pattern automatically 
locates and extracts key data from 
any type of retail or institutional 
brokerage statement. Seamless 
integrations with mission-critical 
onboarding- and proposal-generation 
platforms like Salesforce means your 
information can be instantly actioned. 

Alkymi’s Brokerage and Investment 
Account Statement Pattern 
immediately transforms onboarding 
and proposal generation workflows. 
With Alkymi, firms can instantly 
capture vital information from 
statements and action it right away 
in a single workflow, eliminating 
nearly all manual data entry and 
accelerating business outcomes.
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Account: LISA REYNOLDS

Account Number: 1234098

Change from Last Period:

Ending Account Value

Beginning Account Value
Additions
Change in Investment Value

$8,801,211.02

122,769.77

122,769.77

$8,923,980.79 $8,923,980.79

$8,923,980.79

$8,783,233.00

140,747.79

This PeriodY ear-to-Date

Your Account Value:

Name

Balance

Statement Date

Account Number

LISA REYNOLDS

Account Rollover 1

$8,923,980.79

2021/07/31

1234098
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By accelerating customer onboarding and proposal generation 
with Alkymi’s Brokerage Statement Pattern, you can:

• Delight new customers with accelerated onboarding 

• Win new business with richer proposals, delivered in a fraction of the time

• Reduce data-entry burden from hours per statement to just seconds each

• Leverage 5-10x more data than with manual processes

• Eliminate process restarts caused by bad or incorrect data 

• Reduce business risk and improve compliance with fully traceable data

Key features

• Flexible and powerful machine learning:

The Alkymi Brokerage Statement Pattern leverages 
computer vision and AI to capture and process more data 
while radically decreasing time spent on documents. 

• Enrichment and mapping for more actionable data:

Instant mapping and categorization of transaction 
types match investments to identifiers for quick insight 
generation.

• Operational confidence with traceable data:

Because all captured data is traceable directly back to its 
source, the need for follow-up audits and second-step 
reviews can also be eliminated.

• One workflow for all data processing:

Support for 27 file types - including PDFs and scans 
- plus seamless integrations with final-destination 
platforms means your workflow is seamlessly unified. 

• Easy to integrate and use:

This user-friendly tool was designed to be operated by 
the same professionals who are handling manual data 
processing tasks today. 

Simplifying complex processes

Onboarding new clients and generating proposals effectively and efficiently 
is mission critical. Yet, the manual processes are extremely labor-intensive, 
document-driven, and error prone. With the Brokerage Statement Pattern from 
Alkymi, you can eliminate operational bottlenecks and restarts while increasing 
data coverage and accelerating client onboarding by up to 98%.

Leading wealth and 
asset management 
firms use Alkymi for:

Client onboarding

Proposal generation

Held-away asset 
reporting

Portfolio performance 
tracking

Compliance audits  
and trade monitoring 
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Typical onboarding process

With fewer manual steps in the process and an auditable trail to the source document, your 
team can confidently take immediate action—onboarding more clients while improving client 
satisfaction. Broader integration with enterprise systems like Salesforce streamlines efforts 
from account onboarding to customer success to billing, eliminating time-consuming, manual 
work and risk of costly errors.

Client 
submits 

statements

Document 
collection and 
initial review

Multiple NIGO delays possible

Process restart due to bad data

Data entry by 
support team or 
onboarding agent

Data confirmation, 
review, and entry 

by operations

Customer 
onboarded

Process duration: Ranging from 7-90 days

Alkymi account onboarding process

Client submits 
statements

NIGO flagged and resolved immediately

Automatic collection, 
validation/exception 

flagging

Up to 98% faster 
data review

Customer 
onboarded

Process duration: Up to 98% faster than manual processing

Visit alkymi.io and schedule a demo today.
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“In our business, pension rollovers are a frequent and important use 
case. Today, that process is very human-intensive, time-consuming, and 
sometimes error-prone. We’re working with Alkymi to automate this 
process and make it real-time.”

Raja Doddala  |  Managing Director and Head of FinTech Strategy & Development  |  TIAA
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